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In her 1979 book The White Album, Joan Didion writes, “We tell ourselves stories in
order to live.” Didion is describing our very human need to document our lives, and how
sharing and hearing stories assuage the burden of the existential nature of everyday
experience. I consider myself a visual storyteller who thoughtfully reflects on the minutiae
and melancholy of life through drawing.
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Primarily composites, these works on paper begin with a liberal application of spray
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paint to create an atmospheric base that is then layered with drawing, airbrushing,
stenciling, painting, and collage using a variety of mediums. Each work contains a series
of vignettes that coalesce into passages imparting a larger story.
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The narrative stems from a personal visual vocabulary and the repetition of landscape
elements such as the moon, mountains, sea, and sky. The representation of sea and sky
reflects my interest in liminality or the space between, and the manner in which our
thoughts and memories transition to and from one another. Because memory itself
creates a strange hierarchy, the arrangement of space and the primary and attendant
imagery in each drawing follows the rules of that hierarchy. The way we remember some
things over others is not logical; it is mysterious.
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Culled from mental scraps of actual events, memories, observations, books, stories,
and songs, my work invites the viewer to consider our shifting relationship to history,
culture, and the environment. They raise questions about both the persistence of holding
onto certain memories in the face of so much impermanence, and our changing
perception of an American mythology.
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